St John Fall Newsletter 2020

Fall

A Special Pet Edition of the Church News
Friendship comes in different forms. Anyone who
had a pet knows just how much love there is
between you and your pet. Enjoy this extra fun
newsletter.
Thanks to everyone who sent in photos.
These two to your left are Mutt and Jeff and will be
your guide thru the news.

Pastor Sandy’s Dog

Henry is
“Pet
of the Year”

Meet Henry, he is a rescue pet. We consider him
our church mascot. Full of affection and energy.

Dodie and Ellen’s Pets

Some are
Ellen’s and
some are
Dodie’s.

Sandy S’s Grand dog.
This is Duncan. He is Sandy’s daughter Laura’s doggie. Grand dogs have the best life.

Jody’s Cat
Introducing . . .
George Clooney!
(the cat, not the Academy
award winner.)
But I am sure he is a
winner in Jody’s heart.

I wonder
who named
the cat.

Lynn & Larry’s Grand dogs
“We are Lilly and
Teddy and live
in Seattle
Washington.
We love hiking
in the mountains
and on the many
islands in
the area.”
I am sure they
miss their
Grandparents.

Sue’s Cat

Her cat is named Gustavius Augustus, Gud for short, formerly
Pastor Peter’s cat. She loves Black Licorice and Classic Rock Music.

Christmas Issue
Our last issue for 2020 will be our
December issue. In keeping with
staying connected to each other, we
will have a Holiday Open House.
Please submit a picture of your Christmas decorated home. It can be from
this year or years ago. Submissions can
be your Christmas tree, village, angel
collection, outdoor lights, etc. Please
include the year it was taken. A circa
date is good. It would be fun if you too
were in the picture.
Looking forward to EVERYONE participating. Start sending in photos now.
Thanks in advance.

Robin’s Cats
Robin has three cats, named
Seamus, Emily and Tibbey, a
pretty trio. If you are lucky one
of them will most likely come
and visit with a walk in front of a
zoom meeting.

What are
they looking
for?

Laura and Greg’s Pets

We have no real pets, but these guys and
their friends keep popping up in the yard. The
green guy is a tree frog, Greg found on the pine
branches. They rarely come to the ground. The
other is a toad hanging out by the hose.

Linda A.’s Cats
& Grand Dogs

Reclining on the couch are her daughter Jen’s
dogs Wattson and Chance. Linda’s cats are named
Mippy and Earl.
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